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Abstract

The purpose of the PRODEC scenario-based design method is the incremental cross-

fertilization and refinement of procedural scenarios and declarative configurations.

It uses virtual prototypes of the developed systems (mainly life-critical systems) to

conduct human-in-the-loop simulations (HITLSs). Based on human systems integra-

tion (HSI) principles and criteria, as well as expertise and experience in the domain

at stake, this HSI approach grounded in virtual environments requires a clear def-

inition of physical and cognitive tangibility metrics to assess the distance between

virtual and tangible (grasp) dimensions of the system being developed when it is put

to work. PRODEC considers human and machine systems described in terms of struc-

tures and functions incrementally designed using procedural scenarios (i.e., stories) in

task and activity networks, which provide life to declarative configurations (i.e., sys-

tem’s functions and structures). This active modeling and simulation process enables

the discovery of emergent structures and functions of the system being developed

when it is virtually operated. PRODEC’s use is illustrated in an example. We discuss

the use of PRODEC and its results as to how they can be usedwith digital twins.
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1 INTRODUCTION

First, we must distinguish between traditional human factors and

ergonomics (HF&E) evaluation approaches and human systems inte-

gration (HSI) design approaches. HSI is not an add-on technique to

adapt people to engineering systems already designed and devel-

oped (i.e., the user interface syndrome, a relic of the 20th century).

Nowadays, “HSI is an essential, transdisciplinary, sociotechnical, and

management approach of systems engineering to ensure that the sys-

tem’s technical, organizational, and human elements are appropriately
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addressed across the whole system life cycle, service, or enterprise

system.HSI considers systems in their operational context and thenec-

essary interactions between and among their human and technological

elements to make them work in harmony and cost-effectively, from

concept to retirement”.1 HSI intersects several fields, mainly systems

engineering (SE), HF&E, and information technology, not to forget the

expertise field (e.g., health, defense, transportation).

In addition, some engineers may say that what we do in the field

of HSI is not as “sexy” as what is done in basic SE. This is because

we need to be aware, in the sense of a deep understanding of what
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2 BOY ET AL.

people do in their work and activities. To put it more formally, instead

of simplifying a complex socio-technical system (STS) and applying a

“sexy” SE problem-solving method, we put our energy into familiariz-

ing ourselves with the complexity of that system. To do this, we need

to get close to the people in the field, interview them, observe what

they do, listen to their complaints, etc. This takes time and effort, just

as anthropologists do when they try to familiarize themselves with

the activities of a tribe. It is worth noting that simplification always

leads to a simplistic solution that will likely end up with surprises;

on the contrary, familiarizing yourself with a complex STS highlights

tangible elements that can be studied, rethought, and improved. HSI

proposesmethods and tools for this familiarization process and further

human-centered design processes. This article suggests clarifying this

necessary evolution by presenting the PRODEC method. PRODEC is

an HSI method that combines the HF&E and SE fields and is applied

in a case study involving replacing human operators with robots for

routine operations and maintenance of a remote oil and gas plat-

form. In such an example, PRODEC uses an incrementally fine-tuned

digital twin of the platform to iteratively understand and improve

design, development, and operations of the complex systems at

stake.

PRODEC enables the integration of activity analysis at the design

stage. Activity is the effective result of executing a prescribed task

initially prescribed in an STS. For example, a task could be “if the pres-

sure in pipe 8 is bigger than 50 psia then check the temperature of the

tank 12, and <a series of checks and actions>,” as observed activity

of an expert human operator is “if the pressure in the lower part of

the installation is high then turn valve 7 to potentially stop fuel leak.”

Activity results from various context considerations, unexpected dis-

turbances, and/or the expertise of experienced human operators. Only

recently, activity analysis was carried out on an existing system before

a new one was planned to replace it, but not during development.

Why? This is because activity analysis can provide useful and usable

results when the system is fully integrated, not tested part by part.

Digital engineering makes this possible by using virtual prototypes to

create and operate human-in-the-loop simulations (HITLS). PRODEC

is a scenario-based design (SBD) method2 augmented by HITLS to

enable activity observation and analysis and incremental discovery and

integration of emergent system properties during design and devel-

opment throughout the system life cycle. Emergence typically occurs

when unexpected situations happen (i.e., what is not anticipated in reg-

ular procedures and automation). This follows the “learning by using”

approach.3(pp. 120–140)

Another dimension of activity is joint activity,4 where teammates

often back each other up or support each other during certain activ-

ities. This is not necessarily anticipated; function allocation must be

dynamic in real-time. However, when procedures and conventional

automation cannot support this kind of thing, it must be supported

using what we call “FlexTech” (i.e., technology for flexibility). PRODEC

is unique for discovering emergent properties in the form of functions

and structures that support FlexTech design. An example is the “undo”

functionavailable in text editing.Without it,writing is ahighly rigid task

and becomes flexible with it.

Within digital engineering, we decided to focus PRODEC on the

engineering design of life-critical sociotechnical systems of systems

(SoSs) that are becoming increasingly autonomous. For example, we

used PRODEC to investigate the collaboration of fighter pilots and

virtual assistants onboard air combat jets, the remote management

of a fleet of mobile robots on offshore oil and gas platforms, and a

national health system. In these studies, virtual prototypes are typically

developed to support HITLS and permit observing human andmachine

activities.

However, if digital engineering can support serious consideration

of human factors studies at the design stage, it is based on a digi-

tal account of the real system to be developed. This is why physical

tangibility and figurative (or cognitive) tangibility have become crucial

concepts that will be further defined in this article. A physical object

or an abstract entity is tangible when we can physically or figuratively

grasp it. Either you can touch, feel, or understand it. The concept of

tangibility has already been described along five factors5: complexity,

maturity, flexibility, stability, and sustainability. Since PRODEC starts

in a virtual world, solutions are created and incrementally modified,

considering the results of formative evaluations based on a concurrent

association of the chosen tangibility factors. We distinguish between

formative evaluations, which enable us to provide recommendations

for design improvements, and summative evaluations, which enable us

to certify the final product.

PRODEC also addresses the crucial issue of unexpected situations,

especially in socio-technical systems where human life is at stake,

that is, in life-critical systems (LCSs). For a long time, LCSs have been

based on principles, methods, and tools that support optimizing safety,

efficiency, and comfort. This is why technology-centered approaches

led to operational procedures and automation development and use.

Procedures automate people, and technological automation results

from implementing procedures into machines, therefore automating

machines. In both cases, human–machine LCSs are performing in rigid

procedures and automation based on expected situations. However,

LCS designs require different principles, methods, and tools to main-

tain system resilience when unexpected events occur. They require

operational flexibility. Therefore, it is urgent to havemodeling and sim-

ulation support as early as possible during the design and development

processes to observe activity resulting from task execution and dis-

cover emergentbehaviors andproperties that inducedesign changes in

the form of appropriate structures and functions, ensuring safety, effi-

ciency, and comfort in any situation, including unexpected* ones. This

process requires a reasonable amount of time to ensure the maturity

of technology, induced practice, and organizational issues.We typically

start from low-fidelity prototypes that are incrementally upgraded

through a series of formative evaluations toward increasing maturity.6

Indeed, it requires time and reflection mixed with trial and error, so

HITLSmust be available to operators for substantial periods. This is the

* Note that the term “unexpected” includes known and unknown situations. HITLS enables the

discovery of several situations unexpectedbyengineeringdesign teams, but not all. “Unknown”

situations can only be discovered at any time during the life cycle of the sociotechnical sys-

tem at stake. Therefore, we cannot implement the “unexpected” concept without considering

experience feedback processes seriously.
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BOY ET AL. 3

price to pay for avoiding endless corrections and considerable expense

at the end of production, delivery, and, ultimately, operations cycles,

just because HSI was not adequately considered at design time.

Consequently, PRODEC has been developed to capture and com-

bine procedural knowledge from operations people and declarative

knowledge used by engineering design and systems engineering

people. Procedural knowledge covers normal, abnormal, and emer-

gency operations in expected and unexpected situations. It involves

humans and machines. Declarative knowledge covers the design of

structures and functions of the various agents and objects involved in

a large set of scenarios and configurations. In summary, automating

people andmachines in expected situations defines “rigid automation,”

and supporting people’s problem-solving in unexpected situations

defines “flexible autonomy.” Automation is made of predefined pro-

cedures that are executed as a reaction to an event or a situation.

Autonomy provides learning and adaptation properties to a system

in dynamic environments and, therefore, evolves from successful and

unsuccessful interactions with these environments.

From this point of view, PRODEC differs from classical task anal-

ysis methods that supports the design of user interfaces and, more

importantly, emphasizes what is prescribed, hoping that people and

machines will apply procedures precisely as defined.7,8 PRODEC pro-

cess starts by acquiring knowledge from field experience to make

appropriate scenarios from operations, engineering design, and a

harmonious combination of both. Consequently, a rational approach

dedicated to knowledge acquisition and knowledge engineering9–12

has been developed.

Unlike most engineering design methods,13,14 PRODEC associates

creativity with systems engineering and operational experience dur-

ing the whole life cycle of the system at stake, more specifically from

the very beginning of its design. Experience is typically based on exist-

ing good practice and therefore fostering conservative behaviors, as

creativity and innovation result in changes creating and developing

new concepts, therefore fostering out-of-the-box behaviors. It is usual

that “people resist change.”15 We claim that creativity and experience

should always be combinedwhenwe deal with complex STS design and

development to anchor innovative solutions into field reality.

“The hardest part of design is getting the requirements right, which

means ensuring that the right problem is solved and the solution is

appropriate. Requirements made in the abstract are invariably wrong.

Requirements produced by asking people what they need are invari-

ably wrong. Requirements are developed by watching people in their

natural environment.”16 Indeed, watching people in their natural envi-

ronment enables engineering designers and systems engineers to

understand the complexity of human operators’ work.

PRODEC, as an activity-centereddesign approach, requires another

dimension: identification of incremental emergence of system behav-

iors and properties. This article expands on what we have already

illustrated in the MOHICAN project on the human-centered inte-

gration of a virtual assistant system in a combat aircraft.17 More

generally, the development of cognitive systems (i.e., systems incorpo-

rating artificial intelligence [AI] algorithms) that provide new trust and

collaboration issues requires a more structured approach to HSI,18,19

F IGURE 1 Human andmachine systems interacting with each
other.

F IGURE 2 Systems of systems interacting with each other.

understood as a combination of systems engineering (SE) and vir-

tual human-centered design (VHCD).20–22 Therefore, we claim that

this approach must address the integration of humans and cognitive

systems in many environments and be compatible with multi-agent

methods developed in AI, where an agent is considered a society of

agents.23 AI and SE have much in common,24 and specifically, an agent

in AI can be considered a system in SE. More recent human-agent

teaming models have been developed considering organization, role,

competency, and task.25

Consequently, HSI must consider a common system representation

of humans and machines. This leads to multi-agent representations,

such as in Figure 1, and a society of agents can be considered an SoS

(Figure 2). Systems have structures and functions that must be identi-

fied. They can be cognitive and/or physical.26 In addition, a large body

of work is available on the use of expert systems27–30 and cognitive
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4 BOY ET AL.

ergonomics.31 Consequently, this background will be systematically

used in PRODEC to support systems engineers.32–35

PRODEC is based on a robust systems representation framework

that supports the description of organizational aspects of human–

machine systems of systems.26,36 Previous contributions to HSI on

modeling approaches have mainly focused on extensions of the Sys-

tem Modeling Language (SysML) (Madni and Madni37; Madni and

Orellana38; Orellana and Madni39; Raymond and Prun40; Watson

et al.41). These approaches do not ensure the coherence and inter-

operability of human and mechanical system representations. Conse-

quently, their conceptual foundations need to be more mature, and

the conceptual cross-fertilization with human-centered design (HCD)

needs to be clarified. Therefore, there is still a need to develop fur-

ther and refine conceptual models for HSI using previously developed

concepts.17

To summarize, PRODEC intersects several fields, including knowl-

edge management (KM), HF&E, human–computer interaction (HCI),

and SE. Early KM attempts focused on developing declarative knowl-

edge representations rather than SBD.42,43 Conversely, HF&E deeply

developed methods based on activity analysis but less on computer-

tractable knowledge representation.44–46 The HCI community started

the human-centered design (HCD)† approach but typically not for

complex socio-technical systems.16,48 Within the evolution of SE and

recent development of HSI, four problems need to be solved: (1) how

procedural knowledge elicited from operations people and declarative

knowledge elicited from engineering designers and systems engineers

could be combined effectively (i.e., the systemic aspects and the con-

textual aspects of an STS); (2) how the antagonismbetween experience

and creativity can be overcome; (3) how could we create an envi-

ronment where the activity (i.e., the way tasks are executed) could

be observed and further analyzed, significantly augmenting tradi-

tional task analysis; (4) what kind of robust systems representation

framework could support the description of organizational aspects of

multi-agent systems of systems. We propose to present the PRODEC

formal approach to HSI, which proposes solutions to these four prob-

lems. We will use a real-world case study to show how PRODEC can

be used concretely. A discussion and comparison to other research

efforts will be provided. Finally, we will conclude and give perspectives

on PRODEC.

2 PRODEC: A FORMAL APPROACH TO HUMAN
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

Since the PRODEC methodology is based on the representation and

processing of procedural and declarative knowledge, it is imperative to

deepen the distinction between these two forms of knowledge.

Declarative knowledge is the material that engineering designers

and systems engineers typically handle. It is information that describes

† Human-centered design started at Stanford University in the late 1950s.47 It continued to

develop in the HSI Community, but we had to wait until recently to see the development of

HCD in sociotechnical systems.

specific system’s functions and structures—it represents the “what”

of a system. This type of knowledge is typically stored in technical

manuals, today in databases or knowledge bases that can be retrieved

and used as needed throughout the life cycle of a system. Declara-

tive knowledge representations often include ontologies and semantic

networks.

Procedural knowledge encompasses understanding the processes

and procedures involved in performing a task and producing an

activity. It represents the “how” a human–machine system supports

the execution of a task. Furthermore, procedural knowledge pro-

cessing requires a thorough understanding of the task in multiple

contexts, including nominal and off-nominal situations. It is typi-

cally represented using free-form scenarios,49 UML/SysML activ-

ity or sequence diagrams,50–52 business process models and nota-

tions (BPMN),53,54 and procedural knowledge descriptions such as

iBlocks.55

TheHSI-centered combinationof procedural anddeclarative knowl-

edge is crucial in developing an STS—it represents the “why” of a

system. However, why a system is designed does not preclude the

way human operators could repurpose it.56 PRODEC proposes a

framework to associate these two types of knowledge to support

the discovery of STS’s emergent properties at work using HITLS and

activity analysis.

2.1 Declarative knowledge modeling and
processing: a system as a representation

Declarative knowledge of a system is used during its design phase to

define its components and how they are assembled within its environ-

ment. As a metaphor, characters and their environment are defined

as systemic agents and objects in a novel. This is the declarative

knowledge of the novel. Today, digital engineering makes it possible

to use such declarative knowledge to virtually define a system as its

digital twin. It is, therefore, possible to carry out virtual HCD since

digital twins can be used to run HITLS and offer an experimental

playground to observe and further analyze the activity of the vari-

ous human and machine agents involved. Unlike technology-centered

design approaches based on task analysis, digital engineering enables

human and machine agents’ activity observation and analysis dur-

ing design.16,44 Indeed, digital twins of the targeted system can be

tested and incrementally made tangible toward a targeted concrete

system.26,36 As human-centered system engineers, we understand

the importance of designing systems with a strong HSI approach. It

requires a human-centered declarative view of the agents involved

(i.e., the definition of their roles and tasks), where we understand their

goals, functions, and capabilities socio-cognitively, whether humans or

machines.

The underlying mechanism and necessary resources for humans to

understand and operate the system are also essential. This approach is

anchored in socioergonomics,36 which is based on the TOP model (i.e.,

concurrent design and development of technology, organizations, and

people’s competencies).26 From a multi-agent perspective, PRODEC
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BOY ET AL. 5

F IGURE 3 Recursive definition of a system.

supports the definition of human and artificial agents in terms of what

they do and their roles, contexts of operations, and available resources.

PRODEC includes cognitive function analysis (CFA)55; that allows

the elicitation of functions using task and activity analyses concur-

rently, the decomposition of these functions, and their systematic

categorization. CFA is a human-centered declarativemodelingmethod

based on operations experience. The grouping and classification

of elicited functions allow us to assimilate a smaller number of

more generic functions to define their contexts of validity and their

necessary resources. CFA can be done directly from interviews with

experts and observations of human and machine agents/systems at

work or in HITLS. It becomes very complex when there are many

agents/systems interacting with each other. This is why PRODEC

also includes SBD that supports scenario developments subsequently

used in HITLS to observe relevant activities and derive functions

from observed activities. This process results in emergent functions

associated with various agents/systems (structures) that link pre-

scribed tasks to performed activities. Each elicited cognitive function

is declared with a role, a context of validity, and a set of resources

that are functions themselves. Once functions have been identified,

they are iteratively refined until a satisfactory level of detail has

been obtained. Understanding these functions in their use context

enables us to redesign systems iteratively and effectively and improve

human–system integration.

CFA has been expanded from a systemic perspective, considering

systems as representations of both humans and machines.26,36 Con-

sequently, the HSI approach is recursive (i.e., a system may include

humans, and a human may include systems from both structural and

functional perspectives). This definition is very important in VHCD,

and consequently in digital engineering, because it enables us tomodel

and further implement HITLS to observe activity and further discover

emergent behaviors and properties of the system being developed.

Figure 3 describes a system as having a structure and a function, each

having a role, a context of validity, and a set of resources that are

systems themselves. Each system can be physical and cognitive, repre-

senting a human or a machine. This constitutes a recursive definition

of a system as a system of systems. Therefore, this article expands

the cognitive function analysis55 to physical and cognitive systems

analysis.

F IGURE 4 A system of systems in the context-system hyperspace.

The underlying HSI approach is built around two main dimensions:

contexts and systems. Indeed, a system is always defined at the inter-

section of context and system spaces (Figure 4). A systemworkswithin

a given context of validity and, at the same time, may be a resource of

a bigger system and include other systems. In addition to this teleolog-

ical representation of a system (i.e., the declarative part), we need to

define a systemas a logical entity that transforms a task into an activity

(i.e., the procedural part). In other words, a task is a system’s input, and

an activity is a system’s output. This is why task and activity analyses

are so important. Comparing the two task and activity flows allows us

to identify and understand the systems involved and at different lev-

els of granularity. This is precisely the purpose of PRODEC, that is, to

develop procedural knowledge in the form of task and activity flows, to

compare them, and to determine and refine declarative knowledge in

the form of structures and functions as well as systems and contexts.

The notion of procedural knowledge is developed in the next section of

this article.

2.2 Procedural knowledge modeling and
processing

Considering design as an artist, the system to be designed can be seen

as a metaphor for a play, where characters are human and machine

agents or systems whose properties and attributes must be defined

from experience and creative processes. Let us start with a metaphor

to explain how PRODEC could be used. For example, a producer wants

to create a modern version of the historic play Romeo and Juliet, where

some parts will be replaced by artificial intelligence (AI) driven actors.

In our scenario, all copies of the play have unfortunately disappeared.

Some pamphlets presenting the play remain, some parts, and some for-

mer actors have played these roles. How can the producer go about

creating a new version of this play? First, the producer asks former

actors about the play and, based on their stories, begins to recreate

the script (i.e., the scenario), discovering new emergent parts. From

the reconstructed script and the testimonies of the former actors,

he can begin to get an idea of the setting as it was. The producer

asks former actors to review the reconstructed script to fine-tune his

vision. Finally, after memorizing most of the script and setting, he can

begin to understand the underlying motivations of the actors behind
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6 BOY ET AL.

their actions. The producer then discusses with a foreign company

performing Romeo and Juliet. Interpretation is key, and a previous

producer may have chosen a specific interpretation for his version of

the play. But this is not the only interpretation or the best one. Having

a good vision of Romeo and Juliet, the producer decides to modernize

it, to adapt it to the current context, where society and technology

have evolved. It would not have been possible to change one part of

the scenario without understanding the motivation of each part of the

context. Romeo will now be a state-of-the-art AI actor—the producer

is not creating fiction—and Juliet to a more modern depiction of a

woman. Some of Romeo’s historical features can easily be carried over

into the new version. Others are impossible and must be reassigned

to other parts for the story to hold together. The producer proposes

new scripts and organizes “rehearsals” with new actors. He observes

the activity of the human and machine characters, the flow of the play,

and what emerges from the interaction of the parts. Based on practical

experience with the play, the producer iteratively modifies the scripts,

roles, and setups to improve the production.

From this theatrical metaphor, let us provide a more generic

framework and process. We start with eliciting the expert’s experi-

ence, that is, procedural knowledge (e.g., how actors played in the

above metaphoric scenario). Knowledge elicitation has been studied

and practiced for a long time.57–59 Experience comes primarily from

operations people who typically tell stories about what they have

experienced through various interview techniques or, if recordings

are available, self-confrontation interviews.60,61 Indeed, even if this

knowledge elicitation approach provides a solid framework, it does not

capture tacit non-verbal dimensionspeople are involved in.Onlyobser-

vations of operations, either recorded or directly in the field, enable

access to these dimensions. For example, in aeronautics, flight tests

support such observations. This experience-based approach to engi-

neering design and SE must be cross-fed by participatory design62

and creativity.63 This is typically done through vivid sketches, story-

boards, and stories-based cartoons, providedby subjectmatter experts

(SMEs), which lead to animations, simulations, and so on. Art designers

are critical partners who create media that support collaborative work

(i.e., mediating representations shared by the entire design team, such

as digital twins‡).

According to Georgeff,64 most of the world’s knowledge comes

from procedural knowledge. Procedural modeling plays a crucial role

in the design and development of complex STSs. To effectively model

these complex systems, we need procedural modeling that supports

multi-levels of details in different dimensions, such as space, time,

and other independent dimensions. These dimensions can vary greatly

along the design process and need to be accommodated for a success-

ful system design.6 One critical requirement for procedural modeling

is the support of natural and artificial agents. The system needs to

consider the tasks and functions performed by each agent and the

material andcognitive resources required toperformthose taskseffec-

tively. Additionally, modelingmust supportmultiple contexts, including

AS-IS scenarios considering what already exists, TO-BE scenarios con-

‡ Our vision of digital twins will be provided further down in this article.

sidering what is anticipated in the future, and various phases of

system operation and maintenance, as well as normal, abnormal, and

emergency situations.

Several systems engineering models have been developed to

describe procedural knowledge, such as SysML/UML activity dia-

grams or sequence diagrams. However, we have tried to use these

models and found that they offer only limited support for context.

BPMN diagrams, a standard for business process modeling, provide

a more comprehensive solution by supporting procedural knowledge

elicitation and graphical formalization. With BPMN diagrams, each

agent has its lane, where tasks and their relations with other agents

are described. BPMN diagrams enable the description of procedural

information with different graphical elements in the form of scripts,

episodes, sequences, and so on, which mixes how agents interact with

each other—it is a program or a routine in the computer science sense,

as SysML, for example, is better suited for thedescriptionofdeclarative

information.

2.3 The procedural-declarative integration loop

Unlike conventional engineering approaches that startwithdeclarative

constructions of a system and then procedural tests, PRODECmethod

starts with procedural scenarios development based on existing expe-

rience in the field at stake, provided by subject matter experts (SMEs),

and develops declarative configurations of the system by incremen-

tally integrating emerging properties discovered in human-in-the-loop

simulations.

More formally, the PRODEC process starts with the elicitation of

procedural knowledge in the form of an iBlock-based AS-IS analysis

based on operations-dedicated SMEs (O-SMEs) experience, followed

by the elicitation of underlying declarative knowledge in the form of

an AS-IS analysis of the system leading to the creation and develop-

ment of a TO-BE virtual prototype,§ based on design-dedicated SMEs

(D-SMEs) experience, and subsequent HITLS. This is how an activ-

ity analysis can be performed in PRODEC using the iBlock formalism

(Figure 5). Consequently, task and activity can be compared using both

iBlock diagrams.

PRODEC is based on the requirement that the different

agents/systems developed, in terms of functions and structures,

human and/or machine, must be understood and therefore declared

in terms of activity produced and not only of tasks to be performed.

Operations context (e.g., context of use for a tool) is crucial and

requires testing many scenarios to evaluate the safety, efficiency, and

comfort of the solution to be chosen. For this reason, the loop shown in

Figure 5 requires enough iterations to obtain satisfactory declarative

knowledge (e.g., systems require enough tests and operations time to

be certified). In otherwords, task-activityworkflow expressed in terms

§ An AS-IS process is defined (or modeled) by its “sub-processes, workflows and activities, as

it happens currently in the organization.” A TO-BE process is modeled by its “targeted perfor-

mance and requirements of the organization – related to the system being designed – thereby

also addressing the issues faced with the current process.”65
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BOY ET AL. 7

F IGURE 5 iBlock representation.

F IGURE 6 Recursive refinements of an iBlock.

of iBlocks¶ and, more specifically, contexts of iBlocks (i.e., procedural

knowledge as formalized in Figures 6 and 7) enables us to identify

already existing or emergent systems (i.e., declarative knowledge as

formalized in Figure 3) producing these contexts of iBlocks.

Figure 8 shows the human-centered digital engineering involving

the iterative tangibilization of the VHCD process, in which we start by

gaining experience from SMEs. This approach is based on the develop-

ment, use and refinement of virtual prototypes, called digital twins of

the system being developed. It requires incremental development of

virtual human and machine agents, as well as a “Control and Manage-

ment Space” (i.e., a kind of user interface, or a control andmanagement

room). After a few iterations, the design team, where all possible

SMEs are included (i.e., involved in a kind of participatory design),

provides novel appropriate design solutions that satisfy the require-

ments constructed by D-SMEs from experience feedback of O-SMEs.

This iterative (agile) process continues until a satisfactory result is

found. After the second iteration, some parts of the designed solu-

¶ The iBlocks and BPMN diagrams presented in this document are barely legible but are pro-

vided to show the qualitative complexity of real-world examples of task and activity analysis

support.

tion can be redesigned and incrementally made tangible. The last step

is when all system components are both physically and figuratively

(i.e., cognitively) tangible36; it is called “Tangible Human-Centered

Engineering.”

Human operators can provide experience on what they know and

need, but they do not know how a new system could be developed

unless they are also engineering designers. Indeed, they know about

operations using current technologies in current organizations but

do not know about something they never experienced. Operations

people usually describe the way they do things by telling stories. In

other words, they describe their experience procedurally (e.g., result-

ing descriptions of their know-how can be done in timelines and

graphs of events). Storytelling has been extensively investigated in

human–computer interaction design.66

Summarizing, PRODEC method is implemented using the process

presented on Figure 9. There are twomain sources: (1) elicitation from

operations experts; (2) direct observation. Knowledge elicitation (e.g.,

through interviews**) from experts leads to task analysis, during the

early stages of engineering design. Sometimes, verbalizing is unnat-

ural, so interviews help elicit knowledge. It allows a design team to

explore the system’s context of use, user’s needs, how a system can

be evaluated, information considered by a human operator during the

execution of a task, or mental representations of the person being

interviewed, for example.Direct observation, followedby activity anal-

ysis, is good if you can access existing systems easily. However, for

large complex systems (e.g., space systems), operations can be diffi-

cult tomonitor if they occur onmultiple sites; timewise, operations can

be long or short; organizationally, several agents are interacting; other

sources of complexity should be investigated (e.g., operations can be

diffuse, rare, or in the background). Observation is a field method that

involves collecting observable data from human operators. The data

collected are behaviors, verbalizations, and interactions between col-

leagues and with manual and technological tools. Observation enables

us to understand the operators’ working environment without inter-

fering. It is the best way to get away from individual interpretations

and access non-verbal behaviors that people are not always aware

of. Direct observation is typically performed in the human-in-the-loop

simulation. Theactivitymust thenbe confronted, condensed, compiled,

and consolidated to redesign tasks fromwhichwe deduce the function.

Operators in simulations can either rely on existing procedures or

generate new procedures through learning by doing. Thosewho follow

established protocols benefit from efficiency, consistency, reliability,

and adaptability. On the other hand, operators who generate new

procedures can foster innovation and explore alternative solutions.

However, this approach can also lead to increased cognitive load and

the need for more standardization.

** It is recommended to conduct semi-structured interviews (i.e., the interviewer conducts the

interview following an interview guide). Human factors specialists must do some preliminary

research beforehand, to get familiar with the activity concerned (e.g., terminology, tools, tech-

niques) to build the body of the interview guide. Interviews should also be done after the

observation phase and will allow human factors specialists and human operators involved to

comment on observations. Recordings could be used to carry out self-confrontation. Observa-

tions and interviews enable to obtain detailed descriptions of tasks performed, actors involved,

and tools used, as well as time and geographical aspects, as well as possible disruptions.
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8 BOY ET AL.

F IGURE 7 Overview of the PRODEC knowledge acquisition framework on an iBlock diagram.

2.4 PRODEC human factors metrics

At this point, it is important to provide a set of appropriate metrics

that enable a design team to help discover emergent properties dis-

covered during HITLS. From a human factors point of view, three main

dimensions have been considered in PRODEC: cognition;maturity; and

life-cycled system evolution. These evaluation dimensions will likely

evolve as PRODEC is used and developed.

From a cognition point of view, three main metrics are typically

used in PRODEC: situation awareness (SA); decision-making (DM); and

action-taking (AT). The underlying model is called SADMAT. SA assess-

ment is based on Endsley’s work and evaluation techniques.67 DM

assessment is based on Wickens’s work and evaluation techniques.68

AT is considered as risk taking, which involves preparation, atten-

tion, concentration, accuracy, stability, and other factors.69 Two

other global metrics are also considered, workload, and operational

performance.68,70 Finally, PRODEC includes two socio-cognitive met-

rics, trust and collaboration,17 that deal with the multi-agent nature of

PRODEC.

Regarding maturity, considering the TOP model,26 the PRODEC

approach considers three types of scales: technology readiness levels

(TRLs)††; human readiness levels (HRLs)71; and organizational readi-

ness levels (ORLs).36 Indeed, the articulation of these three types of

maturity metrics is crucial for enhanced HSI, as already discussed.

There are three metrics that allow to better understand the

evolution of a sociotechnical system during its entire life cycle:

resource commitments (RC), design flexibility (DF), and system knowl-

†† https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/engineering/technology/technology_readiness_

level.

edge (SK).26 In the technology-centered SE approach, RC drastically

increases from the very beginning of the life cycle of a system to sat-

urate very quickly, which does not leave many DF opportunities for

engineering teams to correct possible design flaws. They incrementally

learn about the systemby testing it,with a substantial growthwhen the

system is fully developed and holistically tested. Conversely, in human-

centered SE design approach, such as PRODEC, SK can grow earlier

and faster using HITLS that allows discovery of emergent properties

of the system being developed in virtual environments. At the same

time, DF remains high during the digital engineering phase (i.e., using

virtual prototypes), which leaves many opportunities for engineering

teams to correct possible design flaws, and commit as late as possi-

ble on hard resources (i.e., resources that cannot be easily modified or

changed).

3 A REAL-WORLD CASE STUDY

3.1 Problem statement

Consider designing a new remote maintenance system for an oil and

gas platformwhere the human operators currently performing routine

maintenance tasks are to be replaced by mobile robots for emergency

operations. The goal is to create safer, simpler, lighter, and more cost-

effective facilities with increased reliability and reduced maintenance.

The project involves rethinking the whole architecture (Figure 10) and

organizing the platform around robots, which will be remotely super-

vised by a robot panel operator in the operation room. This room

would be next to or replace the existing control room that supports the

supervision of the oil process, which would also become remote. These
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BOY ET AL. 9

F IGURE 8 Human-centered digital engineering based on tangibilization of VHCD process.

F IGURE 9 PRODEC process.
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10 BOY ET AL.

F IGURE 10 Current (left) and future (right) organizations of platforms.72

new platform facilities would no longer require a continuous human

presence. Human intervention would be limited to short maintenance

campaigns. The project aimed to study the impact of the introduction

of robotics in the management of operations, which will be carried

out from the platform’s remote control room and operation room. The

objective was to specify the organization of the new operation room

entity and to identify the skills that the operators of this room should

have.

We developed a virtual (digital) simulation of the system (i.e., the

oil-and-gas platform and the fleet of robots) from a preliminary task

analysis with D-SMEs. A HITLS facility was then developed and used

to play various kinds of scenarios. Playing these scenarios involving O-

SMEs, generated activity was observed and further analyzed involving

D-SMEs. Note that this activity analysis typically leads to discovering

emergent properties, typically in the form of functions and structures,

that can be physical and/or cognitive.26 Emergent properties were

then considered for the re-design of the system in subsequent more

tangible simulations of the system. The process of tangibilization in

VHCD involves transforming virtual human or machine agents into

physical ones. This can involve either physical development of the sys-

tem (replacing a virtual robot with a physical one) or modification

of functional parts for improved cognitive processes (such as situa-

tion awareness, decision making, and action taking). Tangibilization is

thus both physical (replacing a virtual agent with a physical one) and

cognitive (enhancing cognitive processes).

3.2 From procedural modeling and data collection
to AS-IS scenarios

In our experiments, our pool of scenarios regarding the control room

was selected to apply the methodology: from routine activity, with

some manipulation and coordination for gas detector calibration, to

more complex activity involving many manipulations and coordina-

tion between agents for pig launching, the process of sending a

scraping element through the pipe system. Gas detector calibration

requires coordination between several entities in a typical production

organization and involves the following steps:

∙ From the computerized maintenance management system, a tool

dedicated to preparing and scheduling maintenance activities that

are ordered in a buffer of tasks in 5-week look ahead schedule.

∙ The production site management team conducted a job risk analy-

sis to determine the date of work and the mitigation measures to be

implemented for execution. This analysis was performed as a team

effort involving the production, maintenance, and safety teams.

∙ The intervention was then conducted after a series of final site

checks, a workplace conversation between those involved, and the

implementation of mitigation measures, including safety waivers

identified by a control systems specialist. All these tasks were

coordinated between the site and the control room in real time.

In practice, pig launching requires a permanent communication link

for process synchronization between field operators acting on the pig

launcher and the control room operating the plant. In addition to this

coordination, the field operator had to evaluate and assess the site con-

ditions to launch the pig safely. A typical sequence of operations (i.e.,

function executions) for existing installations was:

∙ Pig launching is initiated by the control room, informing field

operators.

∙ A first site inspection for coactivity risks and site integrity is per-

formed on site, before the pig launcher is purged and flushed to

be ready for opening. This requires synchronization between field

operators and panel operators for safe operations.

∙ After pig insertion, local valve operation is conducted simultane-

ously with process change controlled by the control room to launch

the pig in the pipeline.

∙ After pig is launched the pig trap is again put in condition for open-

ing and checked with a close synchronization between the field

operators and the control room.

HSI practitioners followed a familiarization phase conducted by a

system architect to understand the general organization of operations

on oil and gas platforms. This preliminary research effort allows the

preparation of interviews. Interviews were conducted with D-SMEs

(former operating authority, production supervisor, production panel
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BOY ET AL. 11

F IGURE 11 Macro iBlock of pig launching.

F IGURE 12 AS-IS BPMNof pig launching.

operator). Interviews were transcribed verbatim (word for word), and

an initial modeling of the intervention in iBlock/BPMN diagrams was

carried out. Following this, three iterations of interviews took place

using the BPMN as a support. The aim was to review the BPMN

diagram with the D-SMEs to complete it (errors, missing tasks, lack

of detail) and explain understood elements. Following the different

interview phases, a BPMN diagram describing how a pig launching

is currently performed was formalized. The Procedural Model had

multi-levels of detail. From a macro viewpoint, it was divided into

four main parts that define four contexts of iBlocks (Figure 11):

Onshore planning; Offshore planning; Task preparation; Task execu-

tion. In each phase, tasks performed by the different agents were

detailed (multi-agent approach).

Several situations were represented simultaneously on the BPMN

diagram (Figure 12): the default path (→) represents the process in

normal situations. Alternative paths represent abnormal situations. A

color distinction has beenmade between S (black), R (blue), and K (red)

level tasks (Figure 13), referring to Rasmussen’s model.73 Red boxes

indicate examples of disturbances that may occur during the interven-

tion. The tasks resulting from these disturbances are written on the

pink post-its. Explanations and details of the intervention are given

on the blue post-it notes. This example shows the complex interac-

tions between humans who are currently required. Considering that in

future facilities, nobody will be on-site except robots and that robots

will execute tasks currently executed by humans, it becomes clear that

a review of the different roles and responsibilities is required.

3.3 Declarative modeling

Performing a functional analysis, each task in the AS-IS BPMN model

was first listed in a spreadsheet, along with the function and actor.
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12 BOY ET AL.

F IGURE 13 Annotated AS-IS BPMNof pig launchin.

However, before starting to describe the tasks, it has been neces-

sary to carry out a preliminary work of definition of the various

functions. This made associating each task with the right function

possible. Thirteen functions were identified and categorized accord-

ing to the Endsley and Rasmussen models.67,73 At the same time, the

cognitive functions required to perform the task were determined

(Table 1).

A functional analysis was conducted based on day-to-day activities,

from the morning meeting to closing the permit and writing the report

(specifically, onshore and offshore planning were not considered).

Seven agents were involved: external operator 1, external operator

2, production control panel operator, production operating authority,

maintenance operating authority, organizational and human system

(OHS) operating authority, and production supervisor. The functional

analysis was validated with D-SMEs, and the AS-IS BPMN was anno-

tated: for each task, the type of function and the cognitive resources

were added (Figure 13).

3.4 Redesign

We focused on day-to-day activities for the TO-BE modeling because

replacingexternal operatorsby robotswill have themost impacton this

part of the process.

3.4.1 Function allocation

Functionallocationbetweenhumansand robotswas carriedout for the

tasks performed by the field operator (Table 2). It is based on the type

of function and the cognitive resources that the function requires. In

addition, certain architects’ specificationswere considered, such as the

desire not to install additional electronic elements on the equipment,

and to modify the current processes as little as possible. For exam-

ple, the new procedure proposes that most safety-related functions be

performed by humans. The tasks performed in the control room are

unchanged, and the planning and work permit have not been changed,

although they could have been. The proposal is a mixture of what is

technically feasible andwhat can be accepted.

Action functions (“Go,” “Apply,” “Equip,” “Inform,” “Insert,” “Manip-

ulate”) performed by the field operator have been allocated to the

robot. In the case of a robot, the function “Inform” becomes “Send.”

“Approve,” “Check,” “Document,” and “Validate” functions remain per-

formed by control room operators. For SA functions, a robot can only

“Receive” (“Listen”) information. This function requires perception,

comprehension, and projection of information. The functions “Inspect”

and “Verify,” performedby field operators. Itwas, therefore, chosennot

to assign these tasks to the robot but to create a newhuman agent. The

robot panel operator.

The robot is an instrument/relay between the field and the remote

operators. For example, for the pig launching, when the door of the

launching station is opened, the robot does not inspect the station’s

interior, as the operators currently do. The robot takes pictures of the

inside of the station and sends these pictures to the robot panel opera-

tor in theoperation room.The robot panel operator verifies the interior

of the station with the photos sent by the robot and validates, or not,

whether the intervention can continue. Numerous checkpoints take

place throughout the intervention, during which the robot panel oper-

ator must “Verify,” “Inspect,” and “Validate” the information (photos,

data) sent by the robot. The information between the robot and the

operation room is transmitted via the fleetmanagement system (FMS).

Figure14 summarizes the allocationof functions between thedifferent

agents.
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BOY ET AL. 13

TABLE 1 Useful functions to perform a pigging operation on an oil
& gas platform.

Function Definition Type

Cognitive

resources

Go Move around AT; S Execution

Apply Follow procedures or rules AT; S Execution

Approve Give approval because one

has the competence and

authority to do so

DM; K Selection

Check Examine, to look for

information

SA; R Perception

Comprehension

Document Carry a certain amount of

information on a support

AT; S Execution

Listen Pay attention to what

someone is saying to hear

and understand it

SA; R Perception

Comprehension

Equip Provide themselves with the

necessary equipment for a

given activity

AT; S Execution

Inform Transmit, communicate

information

AT; S Execution

Insert Enter information into a

system

AT; S Execution

Inspect Observe carefully and

thoroughly good

functioning condition,

check and verify

SA; K Perception

Comprehension

Projection

Manipulate Handle in view of an

operation

AT; S/R Execution

Validate Confirm, make or declare

valid

DM; K Selection

Verify Ensure compliance of

parameters

SA; R Perception

Comprehension

Projection

Abbreviations: AT, action taking; DM, decision-making; K, knowledge; R,

rules; S, skills; SA, situation awareness.

TABLE 2 Allocation of functions between human and robot.

External operator functions Allocation

Go Robot

Apply Robot

Listen Robot→Receive

Equip Robot

Inform Robot→ Send

Insert Robot

Inspect Human

Manipulate Robot

Verify Human

3.4.2 TO-BE scenario

With the declaration and allocation of available functions, multiple

robotic scenarios were designed with different levels of automation.

Several iterations were performed to arrive at the BPMN diagram of

Figure 15 validated by the architect.

Establishing this robotic scenario made it possible to determine

which type of robot (e.g., inspection, simple manipulation, complex

manipulation) should be used to operate. A simple handling robot can

do the job since thepigging operation essentially consists of closing and

opening valves.

This scenario allowed us to determine some purposeful specifica-

tions for the robots, such as each robot must be equipped with a

camera to take pictures, film, etc., a light, and a gas sensor (equivalent

to a portable gas sensor). Each robot must be able to identify valves,

open and close valves, and know the state (open/close) of the valves.

As iterations progress, these specifications will be completed and

refined.

3.5 Human-in-the-loop simulation

The proposed new processmust be tested in a simulation as accurately

as possible to assess its practical feasibility. The simulation was con-

ducted on a robotics development platform where a simulated plant

was created with the capability to test robots and conduct gas leak

detections. As there were nomobile robots capable of physically inter-

acting with the installations, the simulations were carried out with an

older generation of remotely operated robots. The plant was also a

model of a process plant free of hydrocarbon where pig launching can

be simulated without any risks. A remote operation room was set up.

It is fitted with a remote-control system for operating the robot and a

simulator for the process control systemof a real plant. An observation

team was present to analyze the simulations and make conclusions.

Experienced field personnel were mobilized to perform the simulation

in themost realistic way possible.

3.5.1 Prototyping and Wizard-of-Oz

In HSI, theWizard of Oz method enables a human operator to interact

with a machine without knowing that the responses are generated by

a human rather than a machine by having someone behind the scenes

producing themachine’s activity. The experimental setup for the test is

described belowand shown in Figure 16. It uses real elements to define

the equipment, control screens, processes, etc.

The following set upwas developed and used:

∙ In the field, one installation served as the departure and arrival sta-

tion of the pig with associated equipment (e.g., closed drain line,

valve, etc.). This choice of installation and equipment matching was

made with D-SMEs’ help. The Tracker robot was remotely operated
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14 BOY ET AL.

F IGURE 14 Allocation of functions between the different agents.

F IGURE 15 TO-BE BPMNof pig launching.

from the operations room by the robot panel operator. The robot

was used for image-taking tasks (i.e., information taking) andmanip-

ulation tasks (e.g., valve opening, door opening). Simply put, a person

in the field can perform the handling tasks instead of the robot. This

person also performs additional tasks to ensure consistency of oper-

ations, such as removing the pig from the departure station when

it has left using the Wizard of Oz principle.74 This person was in

contact with the operations room by radio to follow the progress of

the operations.

∙ In the control room/operations room, one person played the role of

the robot control panel operator, and one person played the role of

the production control panel operator. A GoPro camera filmed the

behavior of each person. The operator of the robot control panel

had two screens in front of him: one screen with the tracker robot

control software for remote control and a screen providing a 3D

Unity-basedmodel of the experimental setup (digital twin). This tool

was used to help the robot control panel operator when he con-

trolled the robot, to know where it was located at the equipment

level.

∙ The production control panel operator faced two screens. The pri-

mary screen presented an interactive model of the process control.

The secondary screen displayed a PowerPoint document. Before

operations started, a morning meeting was held between the robot

panel operator, the production panel operator, and an operating

authority. Each day, the purpose of this meeting was to verify the

schedule and review the list of work permits. The objective was

to manage potential problems of coactivity. If no problems were

detected during this meeting, pig launching could begin. The work

permit preparation phase for the pig launch was completed before

themorningmeeting began.
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BOY ET AL. 15

F IGURE 16 Diagram of the experimental set-up for the test.

3.6 Activity analysis and evaluation

3.6.1 Activity analysis

The test carried out was the subject of an activity analysis. The objec-

tive was tomodel the activities carried out by the robot panel operator

and the production panel operator in BPMN diagrams to understand

their various interactions. TheBPMNdiagrammade it possible to count

the number of tasks and activities carried out by each participant and

the number of interactions they had. An analysis grid was designed to

complement BPMN diagrams to study all the interactions during the

test. This grid supported the acquisition of subjective and objective

measures related to different collaboration criteria for each observed

interaction. The criteria were effectiveness, efficiency, and feedback

quality. The objective was to be able to qualify the collaboration for

each interaction: good collaboration (green), collaborationwithdefects

(orange), and no collaboration (red). This grid was improved with each

iteration andwas broken down into three parts:

1. The context (video editing time indicator; type of interaction: inter-

action from the robot panel operator to the production panel

operator, interaction from the production panel operator to the

robot panel operator; nature of information: transmission of infor-

mation, request for information, response to a request; BPMN task

to which the interaction relates).

2. Collaboration criteria (efficiency estimated from experimental

analyses of the total time of the interaction between the two par-

ticipants, the time a person starts to give information to another,

the time the other person has finished giving his answer; effective-

ness [quality of information] estimated from reasons and number

of repetitions, rephrasing, tone, and so on; feedback from an

interlocutor).

3. The experimenter’s remarks.

3.6.2 Scales and questionnaires

In addition to the analysis grid, other collaboration criteria were

studied via standardized scales, questionnaires, and semi-structured

interviews. The criteria selected were awareness (situation aware-

ness), effort (mental load), ease of use (user evaluation of the different

components of the system), and engagement (user involvement).

Situation awareness was assessed using the standardized Situa-

tion Awareness Rating Technique (SART).75 This scale assessed nine

dimensions of situation awareness: situational instability, situational

complexity, situational variability, level of arousal, concentration of

attention, division of attention, level of cognitive ability, amount of

information, and situational familiarity. The nine dimensions will be

assessed on a scale of 1 (low) to 7 (high).

The individualmental loadwas assessedvia the standardizedNASA-

TLX (NASA-Task Load IndeX) scale.76 This scale was based on the

evaluation of six dimensions related to mental load: mental demand,

physical demand, time demand, performance, effort, and frustration.

The six dimensions were evaluated using a scale of 1–20.
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16 BOY ET AL.

Task and team mental load were assessed via the Team Work Load

Questionnaire (TWLQ).77 This questionnaire was divided into ques-

tions 1–6 on assessing mental workload about the task and questions

7–12 on assessing teammental workload. The questionswere rated on

a scale of 0 (very low) to 10 (very high).

The usability of the robot control interface was evaluated via the

standardized System Usability Scale (SUS).78 Usability is the degree to

which identified users can use a system to achieve defined goals with

effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction within a specified use con-

text. This questionnaire included 10 questions on a scale of 1 (strongly

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), alternating between positive and nega-

tive questions. The involvement of the human operators was assessed

through a post-test interview.

3.7 Results

Initial results from the simulation highlight the following aspects.Mod-

ifications were limited to delegating physical actions to the robot but

keeping all the decision-making to the operators in the control room.

Under these conditions, communication within the team tended to

remain unchanged from the traditional operating philosophy. In addi-

tion, efficiency tended to increase because the limitation given by

portable radios was removed when everyone is in the same room.

It also seemed to retain the same frustrations as current human

operators.

An example can be given by the time to wait while the robot moves

from one place to another, comparable to what happens when a field

operatormustmove.However, limitingdecision-making tohumanswas

not optimal. Today, digital tools havemade it possible to delegatemore

activities and decision-making processes to themachine, such as:

∙ Task scheduling considering coactivity surveillance in an unmanned

context.

∙ Identification of leaks and loss of containment by robot sensors.

∙ Sequencing of robot activities with adjustment of safety sensor

overrides.

But then, trust in the system and, thus, users’ acceptability were

compromised. One of the objectives of these simulations was to

identify the right limit in delegating functions to the robotic system.

Conducting the study and simulations before developing the first

robot prototype and using the robotics test center led to too many

assumptions. During the simulations, the actors playing the role of

operators had to deal with too many deviations between what was

played and what would be the real case. Consequently, the next

development for applying this methodology will include building more

accurate robot simulators. In the future, we plan on playing the HTILS

with a 3D digital twin that integrates the model of existing plants and

advanceddesign for robots as early as its engineering ismature enough

but well before the prototype of a new robot is built.

Concluding, even in this constrained context, real-worldpartitioners

were able to identify some areas for which further studies and test-

ing are required. This includes topics such as risk management and

work authorization for robots, day-to-day planning and scheduling, and

other tasks where robots introduce a new view of business execution,

as robots typically act without deviating from their original plan, while

humans frequently adapt their behavior based on context.

3.8 From documenting the design process and its
solution to digital twins

PRODEC can be considered an incremental documentation process of

an agile engineering design process, and its solutions are progressively

made tangible. It is, therefore, based on the idea that design is sup-

ported by clear documentation of what should be and has been done

during the life cycle of an STS. Traditional technical and operational

documentation support has been paper-based until recently. Both

technical and operational documents shifted progressively to digital

media for the last 20 years. However, there are still additional indepen-

dent support systems. Theupcomingdigital engineering combinedwith

our human-centered approach is changing the perspective. Developing

virtual human-centered prototypes becomes a way to develop inter-

active digital documents that not only represent the systems being

developed but also offer potential human-in-the-loop simulation sup-

port.Moreover, these new capabilities can be described as digital twins

(DTs) of the systems under development and operations.

More specifically, HITLS is currently evolving toward the digital twin

(DT) concept and tools. ADT is a virtual instance of a physical/cognitive

system that simulates dynamic phenomena of both structures and

functions of a system. TheDT concept was presented to the industry in

2002 under the term “Conceptual Ideal for Product Lifecycle Manage-

ment (PLM)” at the University of Michigan.79 NASA adopted the term

“digital twin.”80–83 A Digital Twin is “a set of virtual information con-

structs that fully describes a potential or actual physical manufactured

product from the micro atomic level to the macro geometrical level”

(Grieves, 2016). This definitionusually refers toaproduct’s structure. It

should be extended to the product’s functions. For AIAA, a digital twin

(DT) is “a set of virtual information constructs that mimics the struc-

ture, context, and behavior of an individual/unique physical asset, or

a group of physical assets, is dynamically updated with data from its

physical twin throughout its life cycle and informs decisions that real-

ize value.”84(p. 5) In this article, a DT mimics a physical and conceptual

entity. DTs have been successfully used in many application domains

and are considered an important aspect ofModel-Based Systems Engi-

neering (MBSE).85 In this article, a DT can also support HITLS and

model-based HSI.86 Figure 17 presents a concept map of a digital twin.

Madni et al.87 claimed that DT extends MBSE and can be used as a

model of a real-world system to represent and simulate its structure,

performance (i.e., function), health status, and mission-specific charac-

teristics during the whole life cycle of the system and incrementally

update it from experience (e.g., malfunctions experienced, mainte-

nance, and repair history). In other words, a digital twin can receive

experience feedback information and support for system performance

(e.g., preventive and timely maintenance based on knowledge of the
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BOY ET AL. 17

F IGURE 17 Digital twin definitions and properties.

system’s maintenance history and observed system behavior). A digi-

tal twin is, therefore, a great support to improve understanding of the

various relationships between system design and usage. In addition,

a digital twin enables to support traceability and logistics along the

whole life cycle of a system.

Considering a digital twin as a system digital model, in the SE sense,

a distinction should be made between predictive DT and explanatory

DT. A predictive DT is typically a well-tested digital analog that pro-

duces similar outputs as the system would produce in response to the

same inputs. It is usually simple and defined in a limited context. It

is consequently short-term, rigid, and focused on a specific process

or phenomenon. It can be used for marketing and sometimes when

the domain is sufficiently mastered to predict crucial system states

operationally.

In contrast, an explanatoryDT is based on a taxonomy of the domain

incrementally developed. It is longer-term, flexible, and generic within

the domain being considered. It can be used to analyze, design, and

evaluate a complex system and to document its design and develop-

ment process and its evolutionary solutions. Therefore, a digital twin is

a digitalmodel that enables running simulations to predict thebehavior

andperformanceof a real-world systemand/or explainwhy this system

behaves the way it behaves.

A digital twin could be considered as a sophisticated interac-

tive notebook that provides a vivid representation of the system

being considered. Validation and certification of a DT is never fin-

ished. A DT is constantly modified by integrating new features

and modifying and/or removing old ones. Considering the sys-

tem’s life cycle, digital twins can be used in a variety of industrial

activities: product design, engineering optimization, smart manufac-

turing, job-shop, scheduling, human–machine collaboration, opera-

tions diagnostic and decision-making, prognostics and health man-

agement, maintenance management; and life-cycled product data

management.

A DT could be used as a mediating tool to collaboratively test a very

early conceptwithin adesign teamthat includes agroupof expertswith

different backgrounds. Note that the design team includes targeted

users or human operators of the system to be developed. Each design

team member should understand the same thing as the others. This

is why team members should have the same objectives and share the

same situation awareness (SA) of what is being designed and further

developed.88 In this case, the DT represents this shared SA (SSA). Each

design teammember can see the same thing and eventuallymanipulate

it. It is, therefore, a great support for participatory design. ADT for SSA

starts with a Discount DT (DDT). This could be donewith the help of an

artist capable of producing aDT in the formof a cartoonor animationof

the targeted system to be developed. DDT increases design team inter-

subjectivity through incremental modifications using collective critical

thinking and experience feedback.

Once the DT is fully completed and approved by all design team

members, it can be used to develop Computer Aided Design (CAD) of

the system in depth. Using real numbers to determine the system’s

structure and function makes the whole thing tangible. The DT then
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18 BOY ET AL.

becomesmore rational and tangible.Once, a “final” version is approved,

physical construction of the system can start. This is another stage of

tangibilization. Once a satisfactory version of the physical prototype

is constructed, it can be tested in the “real world.” Nevertheless, han-

dling this HCD participatory process toward HSI requires everyone to

speak the same systemic language. Consequently, the system concept

should be clarified to include the human operators who complete func-

tions necessary for systemoperationwithin the deployed environment

as part of the system.

4 DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Comparison to other related work

The distinction between procedural and declarative (or logical) knowl-

edge is familiar.89 This distinction was used to denote procedural and

declarative programming in the early stages ofAI. Procedural program-

ming languages are high-level abstractions of computer instructions

that enable the programmer to express an algorithm in a line-by-line

sequence of instructions. Procedural programming languages origi-

nated from FORTRAN,90,91 and include Pascal,92 C,93 and Python.94

Conversely, declarative programming languages enable programmers

to declare a set of objects that have properties and capabilities. They

originate from LISP95 and include Haskell, Caml, and SQL. These

objects are further processed as they are by a software inference

engine. Object-oriented programming originated from Smalltalk and

was inherited from both paradigms, including Java and C++. These

object-oriented languages enable programmers to declare objects and

their properties and object-specific procedures calledmethods.

Computer science and cognitive psychology cross-fertilized for

a long time. Indeed, procedural knowledge and its distinction with

declarative (or conceptual) knowledge has been developed in several

fields related to cognition, such as educational science96 and devel-

opment psychology,97 including mathematics education,98–100 user

modeling,101 experimental psychology.102–104

Czachorowski et al.,105 focused on a company’s offshore oil and

gas supply chain operations to identify areas for improvement. They

developed AS-IS and TO-BE scenarios to understand better which

directions to take to support current operations and the potential

to change certain aspects. However, they would have benefited from

remote mobile robotics as we did. Another major difference in their

work is implementing field HITLS and iterative formative evaluations

based on activity analysis and emerging function identification based

on empirical experience.

Back to the theater metaphor, a theatrical play is usually available

first in a procedural manner. A writer produces an essay that tells a

story. Then, a producer selects, in a declarative manner, actors who

must read the essay and learn their roles and scripts procedurally and

coordinates them. PRODEC has been designed to be used in HCD to

benefit from both operations experience (i.e., human operators will

be asked to provide their salient operations stories) and definition of

objects and agents involved in the targeted human–machine system

to be designed (i.e., the design team will provide prototypes at various

progressive levels of maturity).

With this method, we first explore how operations are performed

prior to starting any design. A procedural scenario is developed with

experienced people, as a timeline of events. PRODEC is based on

the claim that stories told by subject matter experts can be easily

translated into procedural scenarios. Once one or several proce-

dural scenarios are elicited, human-centered designers can extract

meaningful objects and agents that are functionally and structurally

described. This constitutes declarative scenarios (i.e., organizational

configurations). Of course, this articulation of procedural and declara-

tive knowledge can and should be repeated asmany times as necessary

and possible to get a consistent and implementable human–machine

system prototype, which will be further developed and validated.

The production of procedural and declarative knowledge should be

guided by a framework that supports the main factors that include

artifacts to be designed and developed, users who will use them, the

various tasks to be executed by these artifacts, the organizational envi-

ronmentwhere theywill bedeployed, and thevarious critical situations

in which these tasks will be executed.

4.2 Opening a discussion on contemporary
human systems integration

In this article, we have chosen a specific project to illustrate the gene-

sis and use of PRODEC. Other articles are being written to present the

problems and potential solutions other PRODEC-supported projects.

The following question must be addressed: to what extent is the

analysis using PRODEC subjective? Indeed, science requires us to

demonstrate that different experts (operators or engineers) who ana-

lyze the same system arrive at the same PRODEC solution. Therefore,

it is legitimate to address the issue of the influence of subjective

judgment in PRODEC. As already said in the introduction, engineer-

ing design is about domain expertise and experience (e.g., aerospace,

oil and gas, medicine), which can lead to many subjective judgments

when human experts are involved, and creativity is required to find

possible feasible solutions, which is subjective. This discussion brings

back the problem of subjectivity in science and engineering. When-

ever we need to make sense of something, we provide an explanation

that necessarily comes from a human being. Therefore, sense-making

is a subjective process of situation awareness and appropriation. How

can we increase the credibility of a proposed solution? When sev-

eral independent experts positively evaluate a solution using their

experience (i.e., subjective judgment), the credibility in that solution

necessarily increases.Howmanyexpertsmustwedecide if the solution

is credible/acceptable? We adopt the following peer review heuris-

tic, as currently practiced in evaluations of research contributions:

three expert reviewers per solution. Metrics are generally defined for

these evaluations, and the contextual quality‡‡ of expert reviewers is

‡‡ Contextual quality is expressed as the reviewer’s expertise appropriate for evaluating the

solution.
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BOY ET AL. 19

crucial. Another question is: how does PRODEC differentiate from tra-

ditional approaches to task analysis during design and development?

Task analysis has been performed for a long time, usually before the

design process begins, but not incrementally during the design process,

by augmenting the initial task models with the discovered emergent

activities. What we used to call task models can be generalized to the

living memory of incrementally informed HCD activity models dur-

ing the life cycle of a system. PRODEC provides a language (i.e., a

knowledge representation) that supports system designwhere the fol-

lowing statement applies: “writing as design and design aswriting.” The

concept of “writing” must be extended to multi-media, or even hyper-

media, development (i.e., writingonpaper is replacedby theproduction

of amulti-media documentation system). In fact, this multimedia docu-

mentation system is used for the human-in-the-loop simulation, which

is nothing else than a digital twin of the system under conception,

development, and incrementally transformation.

5 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

At this point, can we define PRODEC? PRODEC is an SBD method

that supports HSI of a socio-technical system (STS) by continuously

capturing appropriate contextualized procedural scenarios from sub-

ject matter experts and implementing declarative configurations in

the form of digital twins that support human-in-the-loop simulations

(HITLSs), which enable incremental discovery of emergent properties

of the STS. PRODEC is, therefore, an iterative HSI approach. Digital

twins are used as prototypes of physically tangible system prototypes

and as figuratively tangible signifiers of the systems they represent.

From the point of view of model-based systems engineering, they are

digitally implementedmodels that can be used in HITLS.

PRODEC breaks with the conventional approaches based on task

analysis and user interface (UI) design. Task analysis is normative

and less effective than activity analysis can be. In addition, UI design

usually occurs once a complex system is fully developed to adapt

human operators to the machines almost fully developed. In con-

trast, PRODEC supports an SBD approach that allows, from the

early stages of the design process, the involvement of potential

future human operators who participate with both creative stake-

holders and experienced experts in the development and test of

virtual prototypes, incrementally made tangible in an agile way. User

interfaces are considered as components of the overall system from

the beginning of the design process. PRODEC proposes models and

notations to handle this human- and organization-centered design

process that supports eliciting emergent functions and structures.

The main difference between PRODEC’s HSI approach and most

technology-centric systems engineering approaches lies in the imper-

ative articulation of a context architecture with a system architecture

(Figure 18).

Indeed, just as a system can be seen as a SoS, a context can also

be represented as a context of contexts. Technical designers typi-

cally construct systemsmaking declarative configurations explicit, and

contexts are obtained from operations experts from formalizing pro-

F IGURE 18 Context and system architectures.

cedural scenarios. PRODEC is a formal method that links procedural

scenarios of tasks and activities (AS-IS and TO-BE) in the context

space to declarative configurations in the system space. It is typically

important to structure the context architecture using various kinds of

categorizations, including context patterns related to time, space, and

other dimensions such as, intrinsic and extrinsic patterns contextually

relevant within the overall system of systems being considered.

In addition to the oil and gas tele-robotics sector partially described

in this article, PRODEC is currently used in other projects dealing with

aerospace17 and healthcare sector.106 This cumulative PRODEC expe-

rience shows that it can be useful in a wider variety of HSI projects

that require knowledge acquisition and modeling of complex human–

machine multi-agent systems, especially life-critical systems. A good

question is, for example, what levels of granularity matter for assess-

ing human operator’s trust in increasingly autonomous systems such

as robots? What kind of metrics should be developed? How could we

measure thematurity of the human–machine systembeing developed?

To answer these questions, this article provides a methodology and

conceptual tools that would be useless without subject matter experts

(i.e., experienced people), good scenarios, and appropriate metrics and

criteria.

Finally, PRODEC proposes a set of metrics dealing with cognition,

life-cycled system evolution, and maturity. More specifically, our cur-

rent focus in themulti-scale maturity evaluation process that supports

TOP model-based formative evaluations (i.e., enables both testing

and revising technology, organizations, and people’s competencies§§

requirements concurrently). Answers to these questions will develop

through iterative uses of PRODEC SBD approach combined with

human-in-the-loop simulations based on testable and usable digital

prototypes progressively made tangible.
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